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B2B-customers’ buying behavior is changing and it requires companies to adapt their            

marketing and sales processes to keep up with the transformation in the market. Marketing              

and sales teams need to work together in order to generate revenue and success for a                

company. Therefore, marketing and sales alignment is becoming an increasing trend to win             

customers and adapt business processes to match the demand. This thesis aims to research              

how the sales and marketing team alignment affect the business performance.  

 

The empirical part was conducted as a qualitative research by interviewing four marketing             

expert and three sales expert from seven B2B-companies. The results indicate that the sales              

and marketing team alignment is beneficial for a greater business performance. Overall, when             

the teams are aligned, data and information can be utilized to deliver better customer              

experience while modifying marketing and sales processes to benefit the whole company. 
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B2B-asiakkaiden ostokäyttäytyminen muuttuu jatkuvasti, mikä pakottaa yrityksiä       

muokkaamaan markkinointi- ja myyntiprosesseja vastaamaan asiakkaiden kysyntää ja        

vaatimuksia. Markkinointi- ja myyntitiimien tulee työskennellä yhdessä tuottaakseen        

liikevaihtoa ja menestystä yritykselle, jonka vuoksi markkinoinnin ja myynnin välinen          

yhteistyö on ollut ja on edelleen kasvava trendi. Tämä tutkimus keskittyy tutkimaan, kuinka             

myynti- ja markkinointitiimin yhteistyö vaikuttaa yrityksen kannattavuuteen. 

 

Empiirinen tutkimusosa on toteutettu laadullisena tutkimuksena hyödyntäen       

teemahaastatteluja. Haastattelut ovat kohdennettu neljään markkinoinnin ammattilaiseen ja        

kolmeen myynnin ammattilaiseen, jotka kaikki työskentelevät B2B-yrityksissä teknisellä        

toimialalla. Tulokset osoittavat, kuinka myynnin ja markkinoinnin yhteistyö on positiivista          

yrityksen kannattavuutta ajatellen. Yleisesti ottaen tiimien työskennellessä yhdessä, jaettua         

informaatiota voidaan hyödyntää luomaan parempia asiakaskokemuksia sekä toimivampia        

myynti- ja markkinointiprosesseja. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Companies are experiencing a massive transformation in B2B marketing. Marketing is not            

only creating different content and advertising materials as the channels and ways to engage,              

nurture and retain customers are changing rapidly to match the demand. Nowadays,            

marketers need to take into account how their actions affect sales revenue and what impact               

they can have by communicating the value to drive revenue. That being said, revenue is the                

new metric also for marketing, not only for sales (Intercom Inc, 2019b). Technically,             

marketing teams need to provide accurate measurements on how marketing drives revenue            

through the entire marketing funnel by utilizing marketing automations and different data            

available. However, in order to get the best success, sales and marketing teams need to               

effectively partner up with each other. Heinz Marketing (2017, 2) has researched that the              

highest performing companies in revenue accountability have marketing teams who partner           

closely with sales.  

 

Overall, sales and marketing alignment is lacking and affecting customers’ buying           

experiences. (MacDonald, 2018). Only in the US alone, marketing and sales teams are             

missing on an estimate around $1 trillion dollars a year because of the lacking coordination               

and relationship between the teams. Overall, companies around the world are struggling to             

establish comprehensive and cohesive buying experiences. Marketing and sales alignment          

has been rated as the most important success factor to achieve revenue goals which makes the                

topic important to investigate. (LinkedIn Marketing Solutions, 2020a.) Overall, research          

(Aberdeen Group, 2017) shows that companies that have a successful team alignment            

between marketing and sales are generating 32 % higher revenue, retaining 36 % more              

customers and achieving 38 % higher win rates on deals.  

1.1 Background 

 

In the B2B world, the buying process has been and still is experiencing a huge               

transformation. Potential customers that are also known as buyers are flooded with automated             
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emails and non-value based phone calls from salespeople who seem not to know anything              

about their business, role or situation. In the worst case scenario, the potential buyers are not                

satisfied with the approach and salespeople can’t achieve revenue goals as a result. LinkedIn              

(Linkedin Marketing Solutions, 2020a) underlines how buying processes need to be updated            

to match this shift in the buying behavior. After all, companies are having all the technology                

and data to make buying more personalised for the customers and the process better also for                

salespeople. However, this would require sales and marketing team working together to            

overcome these obstacles and to provide a comprehensive view on the customer’s buying             

journey. 

 

Sales and marketing alignment is crucial for the successful buying experience. Based on a              

research conducted by SiriusDecisions (2017), 81 % (868 respondents) of B2B buyers are             

making their purchasing decisions mainly based on the buying experience. Price and product             

were not seen as important factors in the buying process. Furthermore, LinkedIn (2020a)             

found out on their research that 60 % (500 professionals interviewed) of companies believe              

that lack of alignment between sales and marketing teams could have a negative impact on               

their financial performance. In addition, sales and marketing alignment can boost pipeline,            

increase customer retention and improve customer experience.  

 

However, the problem is how to achieve the alignment between the marketing and sales              

teams. Marketing and sales need to share their data as well as their common incentives in                

every step of the customer journey. (LinkedIn Marketing Solutions, 2020a). After all,            

Intercom (2019a, 75) underlines how, it does not matter whether the company is practicing              

inbound or outbound sales, the goal is to get potential buyers into the pipeline as the more                 

potential contacts the company has, the more potential revenue is most likely coming. But,              

none of this matters if the company can’t keep these potential customers and turn them into                

actual customers. 

 

The issue is that the lack of alignment and cooperation between sales and marketing teams               

are pushing the teams to talk “different languages” to potential customers. For example, sales              

might talk about pipelines, when marketing is talking about funnels. Overall, if the teams are               

not speaking to the same audience using the same language, it is almost impossible to deliver                
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coordinated, relevant and helpful content and experiences. Therefore, marketing and sales           

need to utilize the data and cooperate well because if looking at different sets of data, while                 

having different goals, potential customers are hard to turn into customers.  

 

Heinz Marketing (2017, 4 - 17) emphasized on their research that the biggest contributor to               

strong sales performance is a strong partnership between marketing and sales teams. In order              

to the partnership to be successful, the teams need to utilize the right metrics and data. They                 

surveyed 250 B2B companies and as a result, sales and marketing organizations all showed              

increased levels of revenue when the alignment between the teams was great. This might be               

an indicator that drives closer alignment to achieve a common goal for sales and marketing               

and therefore, it is important to take a closer look into this research topic. 

1.2 Research questions 

 

This study aims to increase knowledge about how sales and marketing processes have             

changed over time in B2B. Furthermore, the study concentrates on the sales and marketing              

processes and whether or not the teams are aligned in the marketing and sales processes as                

well as what are the impacts for the team alignment on the business performance. But also,                

the aim is to focus on finding how marketing can affect sales performance and how sales                

teams are utilizing marketing data on their processes. After all, potential customers are in              

different stages of their buying processes and they might need different approaches. So, this              

study also provides insights how marketing and sales processes might differ when dealing             

with an inbound or an outbound lead. 

 

The main research question of this study is:  

 

What does sales and marketing alignment mean to sales and marketing processes and             

business performance in B2B?  
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The main research question has been divided into three sub-questions that help break the              

main question into smaller sections. This makes data gathering and analyzing the existing             

materials more efficient. The sub-questions are: 

 

1. What information could sales be utilizing from marketing and vice versa?  

2. What personalized marketing activities means to sales performance? 

3. What happens to the sales and marketing process when working with an inbound             

prospect vs outbound prospect? 

1.3 Preliminary literature review 

 

A preliminary literature review is aiming to provide a brief-level overview on the existing              

literature for the main topics covered in the study. (De Chastelain Library Guides, 2020).              

Therefore, this chapter will focus on summarizing discussions about previous studies around            

coordination between marketing and sales teams and conflicts the teams might be facing.             

Overall, the focus is to emphasize how sales and marketing team alignment impacts the              

business performance.  

 

The relationship between marketing and sales has got a considerable amount of academic             

interest in recent years. The studies are majorly focusing on how the interface between the               

teams can be improved. Previous research has underlined the importance of the relationship             

between market orientation and cooperation between marketing and sales. Meunier-FitzHugh          

and Piercy (2013) points out how collaboration between marketing and sales as well as              

cooperation combined with market orientation impacts positively on business performance. 

 

Strahle, Spiro and Acito (2013) conducted a study including 25 companies to examine the              

alignment between marketing strategies and functional sales objectives in business-unit level.           

They also focused on activities for certain products. The results underline that discrepancies             

between marketing and sales teams appear often, especially regarding specific product           

strategies. However, Meunier-FitzHugh and Piercy (2007) emphasized that there is a positive            

impact on improving business performance when cooperation between sales and marketing           
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teams is working great and the teams are well aligned. Furthermore, Meunier-FitzHugh &             

Piercy (2007) have found out that there seem to be three types of influencing factors to                

cooperation between sales and marketing teams that are: facilitators, integrators and           

management attitudes towards the cooperation. Thus, especially senior management plays a           

crucial role in establishing and improving the collaboration between the teams. 

 

It has been found that especially organizations that use aligned rewards are more likely to               

increase the cooperation between sales and marketing teams. However, these rewards are still             

not reducing inter-functional conflicts. After all, the key factor in supporting and encouraging             

the cooperation between the teams is senior managers’ support. It has been found that a               

strong support from the senior management reduces inter-functional conflicts and increases           

cooperation between sales and marketing. (Meunier-FitzHugh, Graham & Piercy, 2011.)          

Atteya (2012, 34 - 36) also emphasizes that resolving conflicts by using collaboration and              

compromises as company’s management strategies, a higher performance can be seen in sales             

and marketing functions. In addition, the use of the collaboration strategy has been shown to               

reduce the level of conflicts between marketing and sales teams while increasing            

effectiveness in marketing and sales functions. Overall, organizations that are successful in            

solving conflicts between sales and marketing functions, maintain a higher performance in            

both functions.  

 

Furthermore, Redding (2015, 260 - 265) has underlined in his research how marketing is              

shifting more to be a partner for sales rather than being a support function “behind the                

scenes”. However, there seem to be tension between sales and marketing teams on for              

example, that the quality of leads marketing is providing is not good enough. This seem to be                 

mainly due to a lack of cooperation and visibility to the same data of customers to gain a                  

comprehensive view for the best actions to work in sales and marketing. Therefore, according              

to Atteya (2012, 32) in order to close the gap between sales and marketing and increase the                 

level of alignment, both teams must identify and agree on specific attributes, characteristics             

and profiles of highly qualified prospects and leads. Successful marketing activities need to             

have well-defined goals, that are agreed by both sales and marketing teams to achieve a               

significant contribution to the organization's success and business performance. Overall, the           

table below (Table 1) summarizes the literatures presented in this chapter.  
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Author & Year Focus Key Findings 

Meunier-FitzHugh & 

Piercy (2007) 

Implications of collaboration 

between sales and marketing 

Positive correlation between collaboration between 

sales and marketing, and improved business 

performance. 

Meurier-FitzHugh, 

Graham & Piercy (2011) 

Sales and marketing teams’ 

rewarding and their effect on 

cooperation  

Senior managers’ support plays a key role in 

increased sales and marketing cooperation and 

reduced inter-functional conflict. 

Atteya (2012) Resolving the conflict between 

the marketing and sales 

Organizations 

Successful conflicts resolving between sales and 

marketing functions leads to a higher performance 

in both functions.  

Strahle, Spiro & Acito 

(2013) 

Marketing and sales alignment 

and functional implementation 

 

Discrepancies between marketing and sales teams 

appear often. 

 

Meunier-FitzHugh & 

Piercy (2013) 

Improving interface between 

sales and marketing  

Cooperation between sales and marketing as well 

as market orientation have a combined positive 

effect on business performance. 

Redding (2015) Utilizing automation tools to 

align marketing and sales teams 

Focusing on aligning marketing and sales by 

making the data visible by utilizing automation 

tools can make business and marketing and sales 

teams more successful.  

Table 1. Academic literature research articles used in this study 

1.4 Theoretical framework 

 

Theoretical framework aims to guide the research, determine what factors should be            

measured and what statistical relationships should be looked at. It is a collection of              

interrelated concepts and lays out what is the research context, which business-units are             

involved and what are the most important key concepts and their relationships. (Borgatti,             

1990.) The theoretical framework for this study is described below in figure 1. The key               

concepts of this study are inbound and outbound sales and marketing processes, buying             
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process and experience and pipeline creation. This study focuses on the B2B-environment            

and how digitalization has changed the processes and the responsibilities of marketing and             

sales teams. These key concepts are defined briefly in the next subchapter and covered in               

more detail in theory part. 

 

Figure 1. Theoretical framework 

1.5 Definitions and key concepts 

 

In this chapter, key concepts that are important for the study have been defined. This study                

focuses on B2B-environment and focuses on marketing and sales processes as well as the              

alignment between the teams. The key concepts that are chosen are often used in the literature                

and communications around the topic and might not be familiar to a person that does not                

work within the industry. Therefore, the chosen key concepts have been defined below. 

 

Inbound is a method that focuses on attracting, engaging and informing people. In inbound,              

potential customers are approaching to talk with a business by themselves and usually know              

something about the business, product or service before they are contacted by the company.              

(Hubspot, 2020a.) 

 

Outbound refers to any type of activity where a company initiates the conversation and              

sends their messages out to desired people or audience. In outbound, people that are              
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approached by the company might not know anything about the business, product or service.              

Therefore, outbound activities might be harder than inbound. (WordStream, 2020.) 

 

Marketing process describes ways to add value for customers to meet and exceed their              

requirements. The situation is examined to identify opportunities while the strategy is            

formulated to drive value propositions. In the marketing process, tactical decisions are made             

by executing the plan and monitoring results. (Tutorialspoint, 2020.) 

 

Sales process is a systematic approach that involves multiple steps to enable sales teams to               

close more deals and increase margins. The steps also aims to initiate and support the               

identification of potential customers as well as successful conclusion of sales activities. Sales             

process usually involves a close cooperation of people, tools and techniques. Marketing,            

advertising and promotion are closely included in the sales process’ success. (Dvorak, 2015;             

Business Dictionary, 2020a) 

 

Buying process includes steps that a consumer will take to make a purchasing decision.              

Usually, the process for the decision making includes a strong and careful recognition of              

needs, wants and desires, as well as information search, choice evaluation, a purchase and a               

post-purchase evaluation. (Grimsley, 2015.) 

 

Lead is a contact that has not been qualified. So, any potential customer that has not been                 

qualified as a prospect is a lead. In the sales process, gathering leads is the first step which is                   

followed by qualifying leads into prospects and furthermore, move them to the next stage of               

the sales process. (Lilyquist, 2019.) 

 

Business Performance reviews the overall performance of the business and determine what            

the business could do better in order to achieve the set goals. Overall, the management looks                

at the business as a whole rather than on a division level. (Business Dictionary, 2020b.) 
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1.6 Research Methodology 

 

This study is conducted by using qualitative methods. The chosen research method is often a               

rather flexible research practice. For example, analytical methods are less advanced in            

qualitative research than in quantitative research which is more metric and data driven             

approach to the researched topic or phenomenon. After all, qualitative research places            

particular emphasis on human experiences, perceptions and practices. In general, qualitative           

research is based on the analysis of discussions and interviews related to the research.              

(Ronkainen et al. 2014, 82 - 83.) As this research is focusing on gathering insights on                

experts’ own experiences from B2B technology industry, which often is seem a more modern              

and innovative than more traditional industries, qualitative research is a good method to             

gather useful findings around the topic.  

 

This research focuses on analyzing human experiences and thoughts as the key aspect is to               

interview relevant people about the research questions. I have chosen people that have solid              

experience in sales or marketing and have narrowed the research into technology industry. As              

stated above, qualitative research focuses on finding practises and experiences rather than            

finding data driven results, and therefore, it is a good method to be used in this research. 

 

The qualitative research of this thesis has been conducted and analyzed by using dividing              

research topic into themes. In addition, direct quotes from interviews have been used.             

Overall, when analyzing theme interviews, it is common to interpret the results through             

thematic design. In general, all interviews will cover certain topics but focusing on different              

aspects. When the material is arranged by themes, the sections related to a certain topic are                

collected under each theme for each interview. When reporting results, illustrative quotes are             

often used to provide illustrative examples and to increase confidence in the material             

collected. However, the use of quotes should be critical. (Saaranen-Kauppinen & Puusniekka            

2018.) 
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2. SALES AND MARKETING ALIGNMENT 

 

Marketing and sales teams are experiencing a gap in their alignment. It can be said that the                 

gap starts in the foundation of systems that are underpinning both of these teams (Redding ,                

2015, 260.) Marketing teams rely heavily on different marketing automation systems whereas            

sales teams utilize sales automation systems such as customer relationship management tools            

to store and manage prospects and data related to customers. Companies spend a huge              

amount of money to integrate these systems but this alone does not create a world-class               

customer experience. (LinkedIn Marketing Solutions, 2020a.) 

 

Foundation for effective sales and marketing cooperation is based on the ability to build              

aligned teams and make it a priority for the teams to build and share a comprehensive view of                  

leads, prospects and customers. Sales and marketing both are gathering relevant information            

about leads and prospects when they interact with them. Furthermore, the teams also observe              

buying journeys and experiences. However, marketing and sales should share their           

knowledge about different parts of the customer journey. When insights about customers’            

behaviours, interests and preferences are shared, both sales and marketing, are in a position to               

better identify and engage with the most potential customers. (LinkedIn Marketing Solutions,            

2020a.) 

 

After all, companies are emphasizing the importance of relationships and managers are            

driving teams to cooperate more and more. This is not only for the improved efficiency,               

innovation or to influence other organizations, but also for removing silos. Digitalization has             

been a big influencer in the initiative to drive for cooperation for its ability to make                

monitoring, data gathering and implementing easier. (Salo, 2006, 74 - 77.) This chapter is not               

that much about digitalization but it has been influencing how sales and marketing teams              

operate. Furthermore, this chapter focuses mainly on marketing and sales processes in            

inbound and outbound activities to draw the big picture on how these processes differs and               

affect the approach and alignment between sales and marketing. 
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2.1 Sales process 

 

Sales has to operate efficiently and closing a deal involves many processes and activities that               

are put together into a process. In the end, the key objective for a sales process is to deliver                   

the revenue the company wants in a cost-efficient way. Therefore, it is crucial to have               

workflows, training and technology in place for sales process to be able to support the               

company’s performance and growth. After all, the sales process should be a cohesive process              

to go through different stepping stones until the deal is closed. (Intercom Inc, 2019a, 75 - 78.) 

 

Even though a well working sales process is a crucial part to generate consistent revenue for                

the company, Intercom (2019b, 57 - 60) points out how there is not only one type of process                  

that works for all B2B-companies. It all comes down for adding value to the customer and                

sometimes a sales process can slows down the deal just for the sake of the sales process.                 

Therefore, it is important to understand how the sales process can add value to the customer’s                

buying experience and journey with the set guidelines. Marketing is a big part of the value                

adding piece for the customer’s buying journey which will be covered more in detail in the                

next sub-chapter. 

 

Sales today are not simple. In order to be successful, sales process need to enable people to                 

buy in the way they want to buy, when they want to buy and provide an excellent customer                  

experience by making it feel personal and conversational at the same time. Sales process              

should aim to remove friction around the potential customer’s next step such as a call, a demo                 

or a purchase. (Intercom Inc, 2019b, 65 - 68.) After all, a sales process consists repeatable                

steps that salespeople take in order to turn a prospect into a closed sale. Moreover, Plaksij                

(2020) explains how the sales process focuses on a potential customer’s buying journey by              

realizing what needs they have to make the purchase and therefore, it is important to               

understand what, when and how people want to buy. 

 

A typical sales process has five to seven stages or steps that usually are: prospecting,               

preparation, approach, presentation, objection handling, closing and follow-up. The process          
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can be a slightly different according to a company but the sales process is following more or                 

less the same structure all around. (Plaksij, 2020.) The common steps are described as              

following: 

 

1. Prospecting is the first step starting a sales process where potential customers are             

identified. The idea is to gather a database of potential contacts for salespeople to start               

having communications with. (Shopify, 2020.) 

2. Preparation stage of the sales process includes gathering relevant information to           

have the first contact with a potential customer that was identified in the prospecting              

stage. Preparation contains researching the potential customer’s business, industry and          

so on. (Lucidchart, 2020.) 

3. Approach allows salesperson to contact the potential customer that has been           

identified to gather information and qualify or disqualify the lead based on the criteria              

the company has set for their sales teams by asking questions and understanding the              

lead’s situation. This step initiates whether to move forward in the sales process or              

not. (Davies, 2020.) 

4. Presentation stage is tailored based on the information gathered in the preparation            

stage as well as from the conversation with the potential customer in the approach              

stage. The idea of a presentation is to demonstrate how the potential customer could              

solve their problems and challenges with the product or service the company is             

providing by showcasing the value. Presentation usually involves a Powerpoint          

presentation that is tailored to the potential customer’s scenario.  (Lucidchart, 2020.) 

5. Objection handling is the stage where salespeople listen what concerns the potential            

customer might have and addresses them in order to move forward in the sales              

process. (Lucidchart, 2020). Most common objectives are raised around whether the           

service or product is a fit, price and competitors. (Davies, 2020).  

6. Closing stage is where the deal will be either closed as a lost or a won opportunity.                 

This stage might vary depending on the internal requirements companies have but            

usually includes things such as delivering a proposal or a quote and negotiating.             

Closing should end up with having a mutual agreement between the potential            

customer and the sales person for the deal. (Davies, 2020.) 
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7. Follow-up stage involves activities after the sales is closed that keep the salesperson             

in contact with the customer for renewals and referrals. The goal is to retain              

customers once they have become customers by helping, supporting and nurturing           

them. (Lucidchart, 2020.) 

 

Overall, sales process can be thought as a high-level guideline or a map of steps for the sales                  

team to use to climb through the process to close the deal. However, it is possible to cut out                   

steps if they are unnecessary for the business situation. (Hubspot, 2019.) The figure below              

(Figure 2) demonstrates how sales process is usually formatted.  

 

Figure 2. Cycle of a Sales Process (Plaksij, 2020). 

 

By following a sales process, the sales team can focus for example, on creating and               

maintaining long-lasting customer relationships, increase revenue coming from sales while          

reducing customer retention costs and get more referrals. However, the process needs to be              

revised on a regular basis to make sure that it is reflecting the current market situation as well                  

as customers changing needs. After all, it has been confirmed that following a sales process               

revenue, performance and forecasting accuracy are in a higher level. (Plaksij, 2020.) Sales             

Management Association (2019) also confirms that 90 % of companies that are using a              

guided sales process are ranked to be the highest performing companies. Also, CSO Insights              

(2018) found out on their research that 70 % of companies that are following a structured                

sales process are high performers and more accurate on their forecasts. On the other hand, a                

study conducted by Jordan & Kelly (2015) emphasises how companies that follow a             
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structured sales process are facing up to 28 % increase in their revenue over the businesses                

that are not following a similar process.  

 

However, even though having a structured sales process in place has been proved to be a one                 

key factor to higher sales revenue and performance, not all the companies have the process in                

place or it is ineffective. For example, Objective Management Group (2020) found out that in               

their research, 92 % of companies are having incomplete, ineffective or sales process that              

does not exists, or that people do not follow the process they have been given. Furthermore,                

48 % of underperforming companies are not having any or having an informal sales process               

in place. (Martin, 2015).  

 

Having a sales process in place is a great start but the company to be fully utilizing the                  

process, sales and marketing teams need to be on the same page. When marketing and sales                

are working in tandem, there is no information silos. This allows leads to arrive on time, and                 

it makes it easier to sales team to prioritise the leads too. In addition, with the help of                  

marketing, salespeople can leverage the information of knowing what content customers have            

interacted with in the past. Thus, sales process and approach can be tailored to customer               

buying journey to engage them in a personalized way. On the other hand, marketing team can                

refine lead generation efforts when they get real-time customer insights from sales. Close and              

better alignment between marketing and sales teams is a key. (Duval, 2018.) Therefore,             

marketing process, and how the alignment can help both of the teams, have been covered in                

the next sub-chapters. 

2.2 Marketing process 

 

Marketing plays a key role in the business to attract attention as well as raise interest from                 

potential customers and pass the interested people over to sales to turn the interest into a                

purchase. In order to do so, marketing team needs to have clear objectives and understand the                

points that lead the potential customer to become a customer. Marketers need to define a               

process that helps them to better prepare content that works. Marketing process should be              

aligned with sales in order to establish a great level of collaboration and more effective               
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workflows. Actually, a survey conducted by LinkedIn (Kearns, 2018), 58 % of companies             

experienced an improvement in efficiency and 52 % in productivity when the teams and              

processes were aligned. 

 

Marketing process analyzes the opportunities in the market and involves a development of             

the marketing mix and management efforts for marketing. (Farooq, 2015). Marketing process            

and how it is formatted can be seen in figure 3 below. Marketing process should be                

documented in the same way than the company’s go-to-market strategy and content but also              

be planned to attract, engage and convert leads into prospects. Marketing uses outbound and              

inbound methods as well as cross-functional collaboration and other factors that influences            

the customer experience and they are all included in the marketing process. (Golden, 2018a.)              

However, according to Golden (2018b) customer experience is not only a marketing teams             

responsibility but it seem to fall under marketing process in most of the companies. 

 

Figure 3. Marketing Process  

 

The marketing process and factors that is part of it has been shown in the figure above                 

(Figure 3) and the parts forming a marketing process shows in the figure 3 are explained                

below:  

 

1. Market opportunity analysis focuses on assessing how attractive a business          

opportunity is by analyzing for example following factors: what is the type of the              

opportunity (a customer need that is unmet, improving an existing product or service             

in the market and so on), how people are fulfilling their need today (for example,               

choosing a competitor), is there another company addressing the same need for the             

customers and so on. (Naylor, 2017.) 
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2. Target market selection evaluates what market(s) would be the most attractive and            

profitable for the company to operate by considering multiple factors such as a size or               

a growth for a specific segment. Overall, the idea is to understand the environment for               

the customers and competition. (Kunal, 2017.) 

3. Developing a marketing mix that involves a set of actions that the company uses to               

promote the services or products in the chosen market(s). (The Economic Times,            

2020). Marketing mix is usually formatted after a target market and competitive            

advantage has been identified by focusing on four areas that are price, product,             

promotion channels and place to sell. (Pressbooks, 2020). 

4. Management of marketing efforts is an action phase for developing a marketing            

program after the marketing mix for a target market is in place. (Clobridge, 2010).              

According to Farooq (2015), this phase usually consists four functions that are: 

1. Conducting a market analysis where internal and external strengths,         

weaknesses, opportunities and threats are identified for the company (SWOT). 

2. Developing a overall objective for marketing by developing a marketing plans           

and strategies.  

3. Implementing marketing plans and strategies in order to achieve the set           

objectives for marketing.  

4. Controlling results of the marketing strategies and plans to evaluate if changes            

are needed to meet the marketing objectives.  

 

A majority of companies are utilizing marketing automation in their marketing approaches            

and processes. (Kearns, 2018). Marketing automation is a software that makes marketing            

more accurate, personal and efficient by automating repetitive marketing tasks and processes            

to nurture leads. Furthermore, marketing automations helps to create personalised content for            

potential and existing customers to consume. Most marketing teams use marketing           

automation to send email campaigns, manage landing pages as well as to score and qualify               

leads. However, marketing team needs to pay focus on marketing automation activities and             

build workflows and create and update messages, templates and campaigns by analyzing the             

gathered data. Overall, marketing automation brings a lot of benefits when used right. For              

example, it has been found out that marketing automation can reduce the cost per lead as well                 
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as improve and increase the upsell opportunities and save time by automating routine             

marketing tasks. (Golden, 2018c.) 

 

The role of marketing has changed in the past few years. Marketing is involved more in sales                 

and potential customers might know more about the service or product when they show              

interest or when they are contacted by salespeople as Intercom (2017, 70) is pointing out.               

This is all due to expanded marketing activities and getting marketing involved earlier in the               

funnel. Marketing provides personalised, relevant and communicational content to the          

company’s target audience and make them ready for the sales phase. (Intercom, 2017, 76 -               

78.)  

 

When looking at the figure (figure 4) below, it can be seen that marketing has mostly been                 

part of raising awareness and getting potential customer interested to consider a company’s             

services and products. Earlier, sales took the lead on showing the value for the potential               

customer and helping them to make a purchase. With the shift in marketing and sales               

processes have made marketing to be involved in the customer’s buying journey for longer.              

Marketing plays a big role for providing information to the potential customer to help them               

evaluate themselves if they would like to purchase the product or the service. Even though,               

sales are still involved but the customer seem to know more what they want when they will                 

speak to sales due to the transformed marketing process. Technically, marketing process is             

now responsible for phases further down the whole buying experience funnel that is             

visualised in the figure below. 

 

Figure 4. Transformed marketing process (Intercom Inc, 2019b, 76). 
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2.3 How the alignment benefits sales and marketing teams and business          

performance  

 

Marketing and sales have been transforming rapidly during the past few years. Before,             

marketing teams were able to count on their advertising to drive leads to the sales team.                

Furthermore, salespeople were progressing the prospect through the sales process. The           

process was not successful in aligning sales and marketing teams to work together throughout              

the whole customer’s buying journey to execute and close deals. Therefore, marketing and             

sales teams should work towards the same goals to achieve higher performance level             

together. (LinkedIn Marketing Solutions, 2020a.) 

 

LinkedIn Marketing Solutions (2020a) is showcasing how marketing can improve the hitrate            

to get prospects to the close stage of the deal. When salespeople are negotiating with a                

prospect, marketing team can boost the conversations by sharing targeted content that            

resonates with the person sales are talking to as seen in the figure below (figure 5). This way                  

marketing team can help sales to close the deal quicker. In the other hand, sales can also help                  

marketing to for example, raise brand awareness by sharing the content that marketing is              

creating on their own social media channels. 

 

Figure 5. Marketing and sales alignment (LinkedIn Marketing Solutions, 2020a). 

 

After all, marketing and sales teams working together and helping each other out create a               

better and more coherent customer experience. (Weir, 2018). Actually, found by a research             

conducted by Walker (2020, 25 - 26) customer experience is becoming the most important              

factor in the buying process. The customer experience will take over product quality and              

price which makes it even more crucial for B2B companies to know who their customers are,                
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what they want to buy and from what channels. Weir (2018) points out that in order to do                  

that, marketing and sales teams needs to work seamlessly together to know the potential and               

existing customers “inside-out”. This helps the teams to develop strategies that meets and             

exceeds customer expectations and needs. Technically, marketers have become a “master’s of            

the pipeline” to help sales to close more deals by getting potential customers interested,              

engaging with interesting and personal content and nurturing them for the sales team to close.  

 

The most successful B2B companies in today’s business environment help customers to            

evaluate what to buy but also how to buy the product or service. Technically, the sales and                 

marketing processes should focus on how customers make their purchase decisions.           

Therefore, to align both, marketing and sales teams to support customers during the buying              

experience and journey from start to an end. When sales and marketing teams are helping               

each other along the way the buying process, the company is able to create relevant tools,                

guidance and messaging to drive sales and increase customers’ loyalty. (Toman, Adamson &             

Gomez, 2017.) 

 

InsideView (2018) found out in their research for B2B-sales and marketing professionals            

(+500 respondents) that one of the biggest challenge in sales and marketing alignment is a               

lack of data visibility across the teams. Therefore, when the teams are cooperating well and               

are not working in silos, it makes for example, forecasting and prioritising leads easier by               

utilizing same data sources via better cooperation. Furthermore, Megan Golden (2018) point            

out how making the data utilization the most powerful, the company should set a target               

audience for the sales and marketing activities. The target audience is the accounts and              

individuals that will most potentially buy the company’s services or products and by aligning              

around the target audience, the company is a step closer to attract, engage and convert the                

most potential prospects into a deal.  

 

Kotler et al. (2006) underlines how marketing and sales teams need to agree on how does an                 

ideal customer look like in order to target the most potential target audience. It is important                

that both of the teams are speaking the same language while telling the same information and                

story when interacting with potential customers. In the worst case scenario, if marketing and              

sales are not aligned, effort and sales opportunities are wasted when sales is focusing on               
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another audience than marketing is chasing. Therefore, companies should take practical steps            

to form a more productive and aligned relationship between marketing and sales teams. 

 

Marketing and sales alignment is important also for the business performance as stated             

earlier. When sales and marketing are going after the same goal and target audience, the               

company will be more likely to get a bigger revenue. However, Drake (2020) emphasizes that               

happy customers are key to a better business performance and the team alignment between              

marketing and sales can help with that. When customers are happy, they not only buy more                

but they also share their experiences in social media channels and so on. Therefore, by using                

sales and marketing alignment to acquire, nurture and maintain customer relationships is one             

of the key things to increase business performance. Overall, happy customers help companies             

to spreading the awareness of the company and turning their contacts into inbound leads for               

the company to serve further in the buying process. 

 

3. BUYING EXPERIENCE: INBOUND AND OUTBOUND 

APPROACH 
 

Leads are typically put them into one of two categories that are inbound and outbound.               

Inbound is owned by marketing and outbound by sales. (Intercom, 2019b, 58.) However,             

marketing is supporting inbound and outbound strategies to help sales drive both types of              

leads to become new customers. Marketing automation is often utilized in these activities.             

Golden (2018c) explain that outbound marketing is usually defined as a strategy where a              

company proactively reaches out to a potential buyer and trying to engage with them with               

various methods. Salespeople are approaching these “cold leads” for example, with phone            

calls and direct emails. However, marketing plays a big role in helping sales team to turn                

outbound leads into existing customers. Usually, cold leads that might show some kind of              

interest for going further with their evaluation, are added to a certain marketing automation              

workflow. With the automated campaigns, marketing can nurture the prospects by providing            

smart, relevant and helpful content while salespeople are trying to engage and close the deals               

with them. 
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Inbound activities are usually more heavily driven by marketing whereas in outbound, sales             

team is usually the one approaching first. With inbound, potential customers are showing             

interest on their own will and are approaching the company by themselves. For example,              

someone might come to the company’s website and download some content such as an ebook               

or register for a webinar. Usually, these activities require them to leave their contact details               

and sales team will follow up with them. With inbound, potential customers usually have              

some kind of idea what they might need or what the company provides, so also marketing is                 

approaching the prospect differently. Marketing is engaging and nurturing the inbound leads            

by providing the right content at the right time. Marketing automation can be utilized for this                

too by providing for example, another similar ebook that the prospect could be interested in               

after they downloaded the first one. (Golden, 2018c.) 

 

This chapter focuses more on the inbound and outbound processes and how they differ from               

each other. As explained above, inbound and outbound contacts are in a different stages of               

the buying journey when inbound leads comes to the company on their own whereas              

outbound leads are often “chased” by the sales and marketing. This chapter is divided into               

outbound and inbound on their own chapters anw will also cover marketing and sales              

approaches on both subjects. 

 

3.1 Inbound 

 

Inbound approach comes down to putting buyers needs the priority. Companies are now             

focusing more and more on making their inbound activities as good as possible due to a few                 

main reasons: 1) a potential customer can find a lot of relevant information they are looking                

for before when engaging with a salesperson, 2) buyers preferences are changing and they are               

increasingly blocking cold outbound calls and irrelevant sales emails, 3) buyers are having             

higher expectations throughout the buying experience and 4) buyers are having more power             

controlling the buying process and purchasing timeline. In other words, buying trends are             

changing and the potential customers are getting more and more power over salespeople.             

Therefore, inbound is here to stay and it is changing marketing and sales teams to focus on                 
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more value-adding human approach to the processes. (Hubspot, 2019: Intercom Inc, 2019b,            

58.) 

 

Marketing is working to build brand awareness and educate leads and prospects in a way that                

when they would come to the website, they would already be ready to buy or at least                 

interested in learning more about the service or product the company provides. However, in              

many companies the customer experience is lacking when the potential customer lands the             

website. Buying has made hard for inbound leads by having a complex and time consuming               

contact us form or letting them wait forever to hear back on their enquiry. Therefore, it is                 

important that sales are following up with inbound prospects by time-efficient manner. After             

all, buyers are not buying the same way they used to and companies need to adapt to meet                  

customers’ needs and requirements. (Intercom, 2019b, 60 - 67.)  

 

Mobile devices and digital technology are changing the way how B2B services and products              

are bought. This also shapes how potential customers consume content, make the decision to              

do the purchase or engage with sales team. (Andersen et al., 2018.) Mike Weir (2018)               

emphasises that for inbound, the key thing for companies to focus on is how customers and                

prospects are interacting with the brand. He points out five key areas where companies              

should especially pay attention on how they are received in the target audience. These touch               

points are: the website, outbound activities, sales team, customer support team and brand             

presence on different channels. However, by understanding how and where people buy in this              

new era of digitalization helps to underline the strategies to guide potential customers through              

the buying journey. (Andersen et al., 2018). 

 

Boston Consulting Group (Andersen et al., 2018) found out in their research how senior sales               

and marketing executives are underlining how companies need to transform the way they do              

inbound by thinking of new ways to engage as well as to utilize data and technologies.                

Putting more emphasises on providing helpful and engaging content to drive more inbound to              

the business with the sharpened strategy can have major benefits to the company’s             

performance. For example, companies that are successful in this area, usually see 15 % - 30                

% decrease in cost per lead and ⅔ improvement in lead conversion. However, in order to                

create an efficient and successful inbound strategy, there needs to be enough sources to see               
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patterns. Based on the gathered data, it is easier to create a customer buying experience that                

the potential customers would like to have.  

 

The transformation on how customers want to buy has changed the role for sales inbound too.                

Sales is no more the major source of information, especially when the potential customer is               

on an early stage of their purchasing journey and decision. Nowadays, potential customers             

are using Internet to self-serve to find solutions to match their needs and their journey usually                

starts with marketing followed by sales. Furthermore, customers are expecting an extremely            

personalised and seamless buying experience from the beginning to an end. Therefore, the             

alignment between marketing and sales has become even more crucial factor to engage,             

nurture and maintain customer relationships. After all, potential customers and buyers are            

further in the decision making process before they engage with sales team. Therefore,             

inbound activities and online presence to engage with potential buyers are extremely            

important factors not to lose opportunities. (Andersen et al., 2018.) 

 

Ghio (2018) points out on the research that B2B buyers are interacting on approximately with               

6.8 people during their decision making journey before making the purchase. Furthermore,            

Toman et al. (2017) underlines how the number of people involved in B2B-buying processes              

has also got more people from different business functions and geographies involved.            

However, they are not all involved at the same time during the process. Therefore, it is                

important to understand how to engage, nurture and convert inbound leads into deals by              

providing relevant, easy to consume and value-adding content on every stage of the buying              

process. In the end, as Weir (2018) emphasises, in order to drive successful inbound traffic, it                

is crucial to understand each step of the decision making process as the customers are seeing                

it focusing already on the part when they have not even started thinking of the company’s                

products or services as an option. 

 

However, sales and marketing teams need to see inbound audience in the same way in order                

to understand how to best interact with potential customer at different stages of their              

purchasing journey. After all, the main objective for the team alignment is to provide a               

seamless experience for the buyers from their first point of interest to the buying decision.               

(Golden, 2018a.) Inbound sales activities are mainly focusing on to collect qualification            
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criteria from potential buyers by assessing the prospects needs by conducting discovery calls             

and sharing educational content. However, the emphasis on inbound leads has shifted            

companies to think new ways to interact with potential buyers. The main thing is to focus on                 

creating a buying journey as easy as possible. For example, a lot of companies are providing                

real-time sales via live chat to engage and add value during every step of the decision making                 

process. (Intercom Inc, 2019b, 16 - 44.) In figure 6 below, it can be seen how the inbound                  

process can be changed to be more customer friendly by utilizing real-time sales in a sales                

process that is covered in more details later in this chapter.  

 

Figure 6. Typical inbound process vs real-time process (Intercom Inc, 2019b, 44).  

 

The alignment between marketing and sales is becoming more and more important when             

focusing on inbound leads. Actually, on average, a potential B2B- customer is already 57 %               

down in the decision making process before they talk to a salespeople. Therefore, it is crucial                

that sales and marketing can work seamlessly together to ignite engagement in early-funnel             

activities as well as provide better interactions when the prospect goes further down in the               

funnel. (LinkedIn, 2018, 13.) After all, inbound is a method to attract, engage and delight               

people by providing content that adds value and build trust. Thus, marketing and sales              

alignment helps to find out better ways to sell and serve customers by creating content that is                 

designed to address needs and problems the potential customers might be facing. (Hubspot,             

2020.) 
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3.2 Outbound 

Outbound and inbound activities require a completely different set of skills and workflows.             

While inbound activities focuses more on analyzing and generating marketing activities to            

bring in high quality leads for sales team to work with, outbound focuses on getting               

salespeople to evangelize the benefits the company’s products or services have for the set              

target audience. (Intercom Inc, 2019a, 16 - 18.) Customers are expecting salespeople to             

address their future needs while bringing new insights to support their journey. Switching to              

more insights based selling, it is easier to build trust. Trust is extremely important especially               

in outbound when dealing with people that might not even know what the company provides               

and usually are not expecting a call or an email. (Walker, 2020, 15.) 

Today’s customers expectations from salespeople and service teams are dramatically elevated           

when comparing just to a couple of years ago. (McAdam, 2020). In order to match these                

elevated requirements by potential buyers, outbound messaging needs to be structured and            

well managed. The goal is to create and distribute content for potential customers to offer               

them help to get best out of the service or product the company is providing. (Intercom Inc,                 

2018, 133.) A typical outbound approach has been cold calls to target audience but actually,               

Episerver conducted a research (2019, 4) and found out that 43 % of respondents would               

prefer to get emails from B2B companies over cold calls. Phone call was the least wanted                

option for communication. However, calling is still a powerful tool to reach out when done               

right by adding value on a certain stage of outbound the sales process. 

Outbound activities and marketing are generally harder to track than inbound marketing.            

Outbound marketing is usually also less profitable as inbound leads tend to be four times               

cheaper than outbound leads as Saleh (2020) points out. For example, increasing blocking             

techniques and GDPR have made it harder and more expensive to contact people in              

outbound. Inbound marketing can deliver up to 30 times better conversion rate than outbound              

campaigns. Therefore, a lot of companies are now switching their focus on increasing             

inbound conversations but still maintaining outbound activities in marketing and sales.           

(WordStream, 2020.) 
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Inbound selling is all about waiting potential customers to reach out and show their interest               

towards a product or a service, whereas outbound selling is more aggressive. As stated              

before, outbound lead usually does not have any idea of the product or service the salespeople                

are talking about or in some cases they have not even heard of the company. Therefore, in                 

many times outbound sales activities such as calls and emails, follow a certain script that               

aims to add value in a personalised way. However, outbound sales rely strongly on the               

amount leads to be contacted. There are a lot of factors that influence whether the potential                

customer wants to move further in the sales process such as their schedule, buying capacity               

and if they already have a product or service in place or not. (Sincavage, 2017.) 

Probably the biggest difference between outbound and inbound is the level of interest the              

person is having. With inbound, the potential buyer already know what might interest them              

but with outbound salespeople need to be guessing what might be interesting and             

value-adding to the prospect. That is one reason why overall, cold outbound calls usually feel               

annoying by the target audience. As when no one is asking to be approached with a cold call,                  

inbound activities are becoming more and more important for companies performance and            

success. (Lieberman, 2017.) 

Halligan (2019) emphasises also the increasing shift from outbound activities to inbound            

activities. Despite the increased focus on inbound, most marketers still generate the majority             

of sales leads by using outbound marketing. Outbound marketing activities can be for             

example, seminar series, trade shows, telemarketing and all other tactics where company is             

reaching out to target audience in a hope for an positive resonation and engagement.              

However, outbound techniques are becoming less effective for a few reasons such as a huge               

volume of outbound marketing content people are receiving and the utilization of self-serve             

information found in the Internet. Overall, some outbound activities might take a lot of time               

and effort and still not deliver any results. Therefore, companies are looking for a new               

creative ways to sell such as inbound and real-time sales. 
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3.3 Sales process from offline to online: real-time sales 
 

Intercom Inc (2019b) has been researching that selling is happening offline in B2B world but               

the increasing requirements from customers are changing the scene to allow customers to buy              

in real time. Customers are requiring greater transparency in prices and costs and they are               

expecting personalized service experiences and easy purchasing on different platforms and           

devices. Potential buyers might interact with various channels or just use one channel for              

their purchasing decision. However, strong cross-channel integration and approach increase          

the amount of money potential customers will end up spending on the company’s services or               

products. Actually, on average, a potential B2B-buyer interacts with six different channels            

during their purchasing decision journey. Therefore, it is crucial that companies are offering             

models that make it easy for potential customers to buy online. (Catlin et al., 2016.) 

 

Especially the increased use of mobile devices has changed how B2B buyers and decision              

makers interact with businesses (Catlin et al., 2016). Actually, a study conducted by Kelsey              

& Pashmeena (2015) shows that over 90 % (3000 global respondents) of B2B buyers are               

using mobile devices at least one time during their decision making process. Furthermore,             

nine out of ten consumers would like to use messaging to chat with businesses in real-time. It                 

has been showed by Intercom (2019b, 58) that website visitors that are chatting with the               

company in real-time for example, over a live chat, are 82 % more likely to convert into a                  

prospects or customers. 

 

Real-time sales allows prospects to move through the sales process as fast as they would like                

to. Live chat makes it possible to support and sell to people on the site at the exact moment                   

they are most engaged on the website. On average, companies that interact with a real-time               

sales process instead of a self-serve purchasing decision, are ending up spending 20 % more.               

With real-time sales, it is possible to qualify the prospect, answer any questions they might               

have and move further fast in the sales process. (Intercom Inc, 2019b, 19 - 58.) 

 

Overall, in order to be successful in today’s B2B sales, it is important to connect with                

prospects when and how it is convenient for them to interact. Real-time sales makes it               

possible to connect with a person when their interest is in the peak. However, in theory,                
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real-time sales is not any different from the more traditional sales approach as Intercom              

(2019b, 64-73) explains: the key is still to drive leads to the website to qualify and nurture                 

them to move further in the sales process. The main difference, however, is that utilising               

real-time sales tools like live chats the interactions with customer can be done everything              

faster. 

 

B2B buyers are having more power than ever before and they are not afraid of using it. If                  

they do not get what they want they will go and purchase from somewhere else. Actually, 80                 

% of B2B consumers have stopped doing business with a company because they have been               

unsatisfied with the experience they have got. Therefore, sales and marketing alignment is             

even more important so potential customer would not get frustrated due to disconnected             

systems and unuseful data. (Dick, 2018.) 

 

Nowadays, buyers do not have the patience and speed in the processes is becoming more               

important than earlier. (Dick, 2018). Potential customers have everything they would need at             

their fingertips on every hour of the day. “I want it and I want it now” mentality is                  

transforming into B2B sales when almost everything can be got on-demand and in a              

personalised way. Actually, a majority of decision makers are expecting an instant response             

at every stage of the customer lifecycle as 82 % of respondents rated a fast response either                 

“very important” or “important” when they had marketing or sales related question, and 90 %               

when they need customer support. After all, ⅔ of buyers are expecting a response in ten                

minutes when they approach with marketing, sales or support related questions. Live chat and              

real-time sales offer companies the way to communicate with efficient and customer-focused            

approach. After all, real-time sales is all about losing fault lines between customer support,              

sales and marketing teams to break the silos. (Dick, 2018.) 

 

As discussed in previous chapters, traditional sales tactics such as outbound, are losing             

efficiency. The main reason is that the sales tactics are not meeting expectations the potential               

buyers are having. Today’s buyers are independently searching for information about the            

services and products they think they could use for their business by consuming all the               

information they can find on websites and newsletters as well as from other sources. Even               

though, people are having a lot of knowledge when they approach sales, there are usually               
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always some information what they were not able to find on their own. Therefore, it is                

important that while salespeople are answering their questions they should also add value by              

telling what could be possible way to move forward by asking open-ended questions. (An,              

2016.) 
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4. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS  
 

This chapter explains how this study has been conducted. The first sub-chapter focuses on              

describing the case and what is the focus of the study. Furthermore, in the next sub-chapters                

the focus is on describing how the data has been collected as well as how the data has been                   

analyzed. In the end of this chapter, reliability and validity of the study have been discussed.  

 

4.1 Case description  

 

As covered in the chapter Research methodology, this study has been conducted by using              

qualitative interviews. By using qualitative interviews, it is possible to listen interpretations            

and perspectives that the interviewees have, and it allows to collect details on different factors               

related to the researched topic. (Research Methods, 2019, 18). The study has been focusing              

on B2B environment and narrowed down to research technology industry. Therefore, the            

people that have been interviewed are all working in a technology company in B2B field.               

However, the main focus was to gather insights on their own experiences and opinions about               

the team alignment and other related topics, and not to publish the opinions behalf of the                

companies. Selection criteria for the people that have been interviewed as well as for the               

companies they are representing are showed in the table below. (Table 2). 

 

Criteria type Selection Criteria 

Person Working in a B2B tech company 

Experience working in marketing / sales 

Working currently in marketing / sales 

Company Technology company 

Operating in B2B field 

Social media presence 

Table 2. Selection criteria for the interviewees  
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One key reason why the study has been narrowed down to focus on technology B2B               

companies is that technology platforms such as social media, has changed the way we do               

business today. Therefore, sales and marketing alignment might be more crucial in the             

modern B2B technology industry than in more traditional industries and this focus allows to              

gather more insightful data around the phenomenon and research topic. For the research, 7              

amount of people from 7 technology companies have been interviewed. However, to protect             

the privacy of the people and the companies, the names have been changed. As for all the                 

companies there is no an interviewee from both, sales and marketing, departments, this study              

aims to find answers how marketing and sales is cooperating overall in the b2b-tech industry.               

In the table below (Table 3) is presented anonymously who the interviewees for this research               

have been and what is their background for their expertise. All the interviews took place in                

spring 2020. 

 

Company Company 

size 

Field Title Expertise in 

the field 

Time at the current 

company 

Company A 309 

employees 

Marketing Marketing 

Director 

8 years 1 year 

Company B 350 

employees 

Marketing Marketing 

Manager 

3 years 1.5 years 

Company C 61 

employees 

Marketing Marketing 

Coordinator 

2 years 1 year 

Company D 120 

employees 

Marketing Marketing 

Manager 

6 years 2 years 

Company E 400 

employees 

Sales Sales Manager 8 years 4 months 

Company F 130 

employees 

Sales Key Account  

Manager 

5 years 2.5 years 

Company G 15 000 

employees 

Sales Account 

Executive 

3 years 4 months 

Table 3. Background information of the interviewees  
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4.2 Data collection methods 

 

This study has been conducted by using data that has been collected via qualitative interviews               

with selected B2B sales and marketing professionals. “Meaning” is in the center of a              

qualitative research and therefore, qualitative research looks at the meanings, thoughts and            

opinions people about certain topic. Qualitative research seeks to reach people's own            

descriptions of the reality they are experiencing about the researched topic. Usually, these             

descriptions include things that a person thinks are important and meaningful to them.             

(Vilkka, 2015, 118.) However, some traditions of qualitative research have a negative view of              

the possibility of fully reaching the individual's own experience of the researched topic.             

Therefore, the importance of speech analysis plays a key role in analyzing the interviews and               

results. (Ronkainen et al., 2014, 82 - 83.) 

 

Vilkka describes (2015, 124) that there are many ways to collect data in qualitative research.               

Often, however, material collected in qualitative research is collected in the form of speech,              

when the material is collected through interviews. The most common form of research             

interview in qualitative research is to conduct theme interviews, which can also be called a               

semi-structured interview. Also this study has been conducted by using theme interviews as             

the data collection method.  

 

The theme interview includes selected topics about the research problem that are necessary to              

find out thought about the research questions. Questions can be asked in random order              

because the order in which the themes are handled is irrelevant for the results of the study.                 

However, the interviewee needs to be able to respond to each theme with his or her own                 

opinion. Therefore, one of the challenges in a theme interview may be a large volume of                

questions asked. Overall, the aim of qualitative research is to obtain broad content and not so                

much bulk mass of material. Thus, the interview questions should be formulated in a way that                

the interviewee is able to describe, compare and report his or hers thoughts and experiences               

through practical examples. (Vilkka 2015, 125.)  
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The interviews have been modified based on the expertise the interviewee have. This means              

that questions about marketing process have been asked only from marketing people, and             

questions about sales process from sales people. All the background questions and the main              

questions can be found from the appendixes. (Appendix 1). Themes for this interviews were              

selected to be: 

● Team Alignment 

● Marketing Process / Sales Process 

● Business Performance / Measurements 

 

When conducting a qualitative research, it is extremely important to bear in mind what the               

researched topic is to get answers that provide valuable insights. Therefore, individuals that             

are selected for the interviews should have a strong expertise on the topic that is studied. In                 

addition, it must be remembered that the persons selected should have first-hand experience             

of the subject that is being investigated. (Vilkka 2015, 135.) However, in a qualitative study,               

the number of participants is not well defined. Thus, there is no single rule for the number of                  

interviewees that need to be involved in the study to make it reliable. After all, the goal is                  

often to understand a phenomenon rather than to look for statistical links, as in quantitative               

research that focuses more on correlations and numerical factors. Therefore, the research            

material does not have to be necessarily extremely large for the research to be successful. In                

some cases, even one participant may be enough. (Saaranen-Kauppinen & Puusniekka 2018.)  

 

4.3 Data analysis methods 

 

As an approach, qualitative research is often a rather flexible methodology. For example,             

analysis methods are usually less advanced in qualitative research than in quantitative            

research. As stated before, qualitative research puts emphasis on human experiences,           

perceptions and insights. In general, qualitative research is based on the analysis of             

research-related interviews. (Ronkainen ym. 2014, 82 - 83.)  

 

To conduct this study and the interviews, interviewees were asked to give their permission to               

record interviews for transcribing. Transcripting the material means the decomposition of           
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audio material collected in interviews into a written text. (Vilkka 2015, 137.) All of the               

interviews were recorded on a tape recorder in a mobile phone, followed by transcribing the               

recorded results. Decoding the interview material into a text format makes examining the             

research material easier. However, when transcribing text, it needs to be decided whether to              

transcribe the text fully or partially. Regardless of how transcripts are performed,            

interviewees' speeches must not be modified or altered during transcription. (Vilkka 2015,            

137 - 138.) 

 

All the interviews were recorded and permission for recordings were asked from the             

interviewees in order to capture their speeches for analysing purposes. All seven interviews             

were recorded on a tape recorder and further analysed into a written text to see possible                

patterns and topics in the speeches. After all, the opinions that the interviewees are giving,               

can’t be changed when the speeches are written down as a text. (Vilkka 2015, 139). However,                

“filling words” have been taken off when analyzing and showcasing the findings on this              

research paper. 

 

This research was conducted by utilizing theme interviews, When analyzing theme           

interviews, it is common to interpret the results through dividing topics into themes. In              

general, all interviews will cover same topics, but in varying degrees and in different ways.               

When reporting and analysing results, illustrative quotes are often used to provide examples             

and to increase confidence in the material collected. However, the use of quotes should be               

used in a critical manner. (Saaranen-Kauppinen & Puusniekka 2018.) In the results, some             

quotes have been shown to highlight certain opinions to showcase the big picture of the               

results. 

 

4.4 Reliability and validity 

 

When interviewing people related to work-based development, the ethical rules of science            

and the business world are important to take in to account. The research work must be done                 

honestly and rigorously. True and honest answers are obtained when the respondents are not              

identified and their anonymity is guaranteed. (Ojasalo et al., 2015, 48.) Therefore, the names              
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of the companies that the interviewees represents as well as their own identity have been               

hidden. In addition, all the participants have been informed what the purpose of their              

responds are and that their anonymity is highly secured. Also, since the study emphasis on               

personal experiences, the names of the companies that the respondents are working at has              

been changed. This is due to data security factors.  

 

The quality of a study is usually measured by looking at validity and reliability. Validity               

describes how well a research method describes the phenomenon being studied. Therefore,            

validity is already considered when designing a study. Validation involves, among other            

things, a precise definition of concepts and population, and careful planning of data             

collection. (Vilkka, 2015, 193 - 194.) For this qualitative study, marketing and sales             

professionals in B2B technology companies were selected for the interviews, whose           

experience provided a good basis for understanding the concepts and phenomenon being            

studied. The questions asked answered the research question about the team alignment            

between sales and marketing and how the processes differs on different stage of the buying               

process. 

 

Reliability measures the accuracy of the results and the reproducibility of the measurement             

results. Therefore, the results should be the same for the same respondent regardless who is               

conducting the study and interviews. When analyzing the data, the reliability covers            

consistent and accurate progress. In other words, the researcher has to classify findings             

systematically and the classification method cannot be changed during the data collection and             

analysing processes. (Ojasalo et al,. 2015, 130 – 131.) The analysis has been done              

consistently and the results have been described comprehensively. In addition, the methods            

are described comprehensively as well. The questions asked can be seen at the end of this                

thesis, which allows the research to be carried out by other researchers. Overall, the data               

gathered for this research consisted 210 minutes of recorded interviews that were transcripted             

into 31 A4 pages of written text.  
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5. FINDINGS 

 

This chapter focuses on the findings from all of the 7 interviews. The findings are presented                

one theme at a time by highlighting the key findings that have risen from analyzing the                

answers. In the following chapters a conclusion and discussion about the results are             

presented.  

 

5.1 Team alignment 
 

All the interviews started by asking questions about the alignment between marketing and             

sales teams and how the cooperation looks like in their organizations and roles. Furthermore,              

possible conflicts that have been occured between the teams were also discussed as well as               

pros and cons of the team alignment. Team alignment between marketing and sales teams is               

in the core of this research. Therefore, this theme was important for gathering insights on               

how marketing and sales are working together and what effects it is having in B2B tech                

companies.  

 

Especially marketing people pointed out how they are working closely with sales teams to              

generate content that would drive more potential leads to sales. Overall, the cooperation with              

sales was mostly beneficial for getting insights from customer interface to plan, segment and              

target marketing content to the right audience. Marketing and sales team usually get together              

in a weekly- or monthly-basis to discuss what is happening in both teams and how they could                 

work together. After all, the message for marketing and sales alignment was positive and it is                

seen as a positive aspect for the business performance as the marketing director from the               

Company A states: 

 

“The thing with sales and marketing alignment is that there's no option not to have it.                

I don't know anyone that doesn't see the value in the relationship. If there's no               

relationship between the two, that's probably a sign of the state the company stands.” 

 

Overall, rising from all of the interviews, marketing is seeking ideas from sales what products               

or services to push to the target audience. Sales is dependent on marketing for a percentage of                 
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their pipeline and a lot of resources, for example. So, the marketing and sales alignment is                

seen as a positive thing among sales people too. However, it has been underlined that better                

cooperation can be achieved if sales people understands what marketing is doing, why are              

they doing it and so on, and vice versa for marketing people. When the teams understand                

basics of the each other’s jobs, the relationship seems to be better and more efficient. Overall,                

marketing and sales are moving from working as seperate teams to working as a one big                

team. The sales manager from the Company E is pointing out among others how marketing               

and sales are working as one team by developing strong relationship: 

 

“Our relationship with marketing is rather personal, we are not working in silos,             

everyone talks a bit like in a common coffee room about these things. Everyone knows               

what's going on anywhere in the business. I know exactly to whom of my customers               

the marketing messages have been sent and who of my customers, for example, has              

opened that message. So, I can prioritize based on the data when needed. In practice,               

sales say to whom and then marketing determines what. ” 

 

After researching the overall state of marketing and sales alignment in the companies, it was               

time to dig deeper on how the cooperation is seen in the specific role itself that the                 

interviewees represents. When asking how the cooperation with sales is seen in the marketing              

roles, everyone told how they are talking with sales at least once a week. The main goal for                  

the discussions with sales is to get valuable insights on what is happening in the customer                

base and what trends can be seen. Overall, marketing is not deciding what they will market,                

the message always comes from sales. Furthermore, marketing designs and implements the            

marketing campaigns based on the information got from sales. From sales teams perspective,             

the cooperation is not shown that strongly in a weekly-basis, but it was agreed among the                

interviewees that marketing can provide useful content for potential and existing customers            

when sales can tell what information would be the most useful. In the end, sales is playing a                  

crucial role for marketing to design their marketing strategy as the marketing manager from              

the Company D describes: 

 

“Sales give me information on what products should be emphasized in those            

marketing campaigns. I can’t design our overall marketing strategy if sales don’t            
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provide indicators of what message they want to target to customers. After all, sales              

people are there at the customer interface and that information what sales can get              

from customers is really important, so we can make comprehensive plans in            

marketing. We make frames, so to speak, and then we ask the sales what product               

should be pushed to the market with the marketing content.” 

 

The last section for the team alignment was to research what are possible pros and cons for                 

the alignment between marketing and sales. Overall, all the interviews saw the cooperation as              

a positive thing since they were able to perform better at their jobs when the cooperation was                 

in place. There were not really any negative aspects but building the relationship can be time                

consuming which was seen as a con or if there would not be cooperation between the teams                 

at all. Marketing and sales people all pointed out how the message for customers generates               

better results when marketing and sales are working together.  

 

Even though, the cooperation between sales and marketing teams is seen as a good and               

positive thing, conflicts might rise sometimes between the teams. The main point that came              

up was that sometimes it can be hard to activate sales people to take part for providing                 

customer insights for marketing. Sales people are also sharing the challenges of getting             

relevant information for customer from marketing since marketing materials might be too            

generic due to lack of customer facing experience. Also, the marketing coordinator from the              

Company C points out how sales and marketing people might look the world from a different                

perspective which can cause disagreements about the forms of sentences, words and language             

used in the marketing texts and so on. However, sales people might not always know what                

message they would like to get delivered to the potential customers through marketing             

content as the key account manager from the Company F points out: 

 

“There have been conflicts in the sense that sales have needed support from             

marketing, but marketing has not had the right tools or enough resources to do so and                

then materials might be too generic for sales to use. Then sales need to adjust               

materials quite a lot for customers. In other words, sales have been hoping for              

materials from marketing and marketing has been a bit in trouble with the fact that               

the sales people, however, did not come up with any concrete idea of what would be                
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needed from the marketing content. So, we can’t just blame marketing for the generic              

materials either.” 

 

However, even though marketing materials might be generic, it is understood by sales people              

that marketing can not know all the details about each customer. Overall, marketing is doing               

more “brand polishing” when sales need to adapt the information to fit the customer’s              

specific scenario. Therefore, the relationship between the teams is crucial to have a successful              

cooperation between sales and marketing.  

 

Overall, despite the conflicts that might arise once in a while, marketing and sales alignment               

is seen highly beneficial for both teams when the cooperation works well. Sales can get               

useful data from potential customer’s actions towards marketing content and action their sales             

processes based on that. Whereas, marketing get extremely useful information to shape their             

marketing processes and strategies. The marketing director from the Company A summarises            

the benefits of a good cooperation with sales as following: 

 

“Sales people will give me information about a specific customer that they talk to with               

a specific pain point, a specific condition in a specific vertical. And I'll take that to the                 

marketing team and ask “Hey, does this resonate with anything you're seeing in the              

data?”. What we might discover is that what sales are seeing, we're able to see in our                 

systems many other times. So now they have a trend over five customers that are               

pointing out something specific about our product. So, I can make that into a              

marketing campaign, build a whole strategy about it, work with product to get it              

delivered and all of a sudden that is a lead generation engine because one person               

figured out that there is a demand for it by talking to sales. 

 

As stated earlier, the marketing and sales teams alignment is seen as a positive thing across                

all the companies for overall success for the company but also for performing better at own                

roles. Figure 7 below summarises the findings for team alignment aspects.  
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Figure 7. Summary of Team alignment findings 

 

5.2 Marketing process 
 

The next part of the interviews was to gather insights from marketing people about their               

companies’ marketing processes in both inbound and outbound, what information they would            

find useful to get from sales and lastly, how marketing have changed during their marketing               

careers. As the theme focuses strongly on marketing and their expertise, these findings are              

based on the four marketing people’s answers. Sales people were asked to give the same               

insights about sales side of the business. That is covered in the next sub-chapter in more                

detail. 

 

Marketing activities for outbound seem to be slightly less focused than inbound processes.             

This is mostly due to the state of the businesses as they are all mostly inbound driven                 

companies. They still do have a strong presence for outbound but it is mostly handled through                

sales. The companies seem to have outbound processes in place for making events and              

having paid-advertisements in different social media channels. In addition, the companies are            

using a software on their webpages that gathers data on the visitors which makes it possible                

for sales people to contact those visitors without them actually filling a contact form.  
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Inbound seem to be in a big focus for all of the companies at the moment. Even though,                  

outbound is not obsolete, companies are trying to get more and more inbound traffic and               

customers via inbound efforts because it is seen that inbound leads usually have higher hitrate               

to turn into a win. Inbound marketing is often done via delivering insightful, relevant and               

useful content in company’s website and social media channels. The main idea is to educate               

potential buyers to get in touch with the company by filling a contact us -form or contacting a                  

sales person directly. However, in order to inbound to be successful and target the right               

audience, the relationship with sales is crucial. Even though, the companies are utilizing             

targeting on their advertisements and content published on their social media channels, they             

might not generate revenue for sales. The marketing director from the Company A opens up               

the reason why this might be happening: 

 

“For inbound, it's hard to understand what's working what and what is not, because              

you fall in n the trap of saying “Well, this specific section of the market, specific size                 

of a company, or a specific territory is allowing me to generate more leads”. But               

there may not be a correlation with revenue. Conversion rates may vary, so the one               

thing that is best for leads may not be the best for revenue. And unless you have the                  

relationship with sales and unless you're listening to the feedback that your            

salespeople are giving and are able to bring that into your model, you're going to end                

up failing. And you'll end up in the territory where a marketing guy is stalking leads,                

sales guys are stalking revenue and there's a disconnect and the relationship suffers.             

That is because marketing guys say “But I'm delivering delivering leads” but those             

sales guys are saying “But the leads are not good”. And then you end up in a                 

situation where nobody wins.”  

 

In order for the relationship between marketing and sales be the most beneficial for              

marketing, interviewees shared their thoughts on what information they would like to get             

from sales. The most crucial thing is to get information on specific patterns that sales people                

are hearing in their conversations with potential and existing customers. When sales people             

are hearing specific trends, it is an indicator for marketing that it might be a good to underline                  

that aspect to the bigger audience in marketing contents. From sales, it is possible to get data                 
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what people that are ready to buy are saying that allows marketing to form their strategy.                

Overall, the information on how sales pipeline progresses, and which marketing efforts have             

led to sales and what has not. For example, the marketing coordinator from the Company C                

points out how sales can give information on what customers need from marketing. After all,               

marketing starts from sales which makes the information flow valuable as the marketing             

manager from the Company B explains: 

 

“There is tremendous amount of information what sales can provide to marketing.            

For example, the first versions of our buyer personas have been created entirely with              

information provided by sales. Sales has told us for example, what is the most typical               

customer type that they are facing, whether it is in design or purchase or product               

development and so on. Data from sales is used to create customer segments and              

target marketing to the right audience.” 

The last section for this theme was to find out how marketing has been changing in the recent                  

years. Overall, all the interviewees underlined the fact how marketing has become more             

digital and more automated than before. Principles for marketing might not have changed that              

much but marketing needs to be more strategic since people seem to be more sensitive for                

social media marketing. It has also been seen that marketing has become more as a key                

function in the business when before marketing was often seen as an unit that only spends                

money. But now, marketing can be measured better and its value can be shown. In addition,                

people’s consumption pattern have changed and people want to research as much as possible              

before they contact the company which has also changed the way marketing provides content              

to more educational format. For example, videos have been a huge trend for a few years,                

when before people wanted to consume only pictures and text. Overall, marketing and sales              

have got closer together and working more as a one big team as the marketing manager from                 

the Company D describes: 

“I argue that the marketing and sales teams have come closer to each other.              

Technically, in many organisations there wouldn’t be sales without marketing. In           

general, cooperation between sales and marketing has been increasing. The benefits           

and effects of marketing can be demonstrated more clearly, which gives a better view              
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of the value of marketing so it is seen as a more important factor for business                

performance and a key contribution for sales team’s success. ” 

 

Marketing is getting a more crucial role in the company’s success as the value can be                

measured better than before. Overall, it can be said that marketing processes seem to be               

focusing on more generating inbound traffic and nurturing outbound leads that sales are             

interacting with. Below in figure 8 the findings for marketing process have been summarised.  

 

 

Figure 8. Summary of Marketing process findings 

5.3 Sales process 

 

After gathering information about team alignment, sales people were asked to share their             

knowledge and thoughts around sales processes in inbound and outbound sales, as well as              

what information they would benefit from marketing. In the end of this section, insights on               

how sales might have been changing were also shared. Overall, the structure for this section               

of the interview was the same for marketing and sales people, but the focus was on their                 

specific field of expertise. Therefore, these insights are coming from three sales people that              

took part of the research. 
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First step was to gather insights on how sales processes look like and more specifically, how                

they might differ in inbound and outbound approaches. After all, the processes do not vary a                

lot from the sales perspective. Overall, the main channels for inbound leads are chats or               

contact forms on the website, guides and webinars and direct email or phone number. The               

biggest difference in the processes is that an inbound lead has some knowledge about the               

company or some need for the service that triggered them to ask to be contacted. However,                

the sales process follows a similar approach as when working with an outbound lead. The               

first step, is to make a call to find out more about the potential customer’s needs, agree a                  

meeting and move further to closing the deal.  

 

Outbound sales process, as said before, follows same steps as the inbound process: first the               

lead will be contacted via email, cold call or social media tools when the goal is to set up a                    

meeting to discover if there could be a possibility for a sale. Afterwards, a proposal or a                 

contract is sent to a potential customer and the salesperson is trying to close the deal. Overall,                 

the process for outbound seem to be flexible and there is no set process that must be followed                  

exactly. Even though, the process might vary a little bit among salespeople, the main idea is                

still to have a specific target group and message in mind for the cold contacting. This can be                  

seen for example, when the sales manager from the Company E describes their processes as               

following: 

 

“If thinking about outbound sales, the aim is to be proactive yourself and go to the                

customer field by a cold call or an email. In practice, the sales process is quite                

typical. It is important to contact the target company and person using a certain              

angle. We do not have any particular processes on how we should contact the              

potential customer. So, we use different tactics based on our personal preferences but             

of course the idea is to meet up and find more about their situation and close the                 

sale.“ 

 

Next part of the interview was to find out what information that salespeople could get from                

marketing is seen useful. All the answers aimed towards data on how people are resonating               

with the marketing materials and content sent my marketing. For example, data around who              
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has opened newsletters or clicked links gives salespeople a good understanding what their             

customers might be interested in. This would make the first contact a bit easier and most                

likely more efficient when the approach from sales is more relevant. Overall, when sales team               

is able to know how marketing material is consumed by the target audience, they will be able                 

to contact customers based on their activities and that gives indicators when customers react              

to marketing materials, that there may probably be a need for the company’s products or               

services as well. After all, marketing plays a crucial role on success for sales and therefore,                

marketing could give a lot of useful information and insights on approaches for sales as the                

key account manager from the Company F is describing: 

 

“Marketing can generate data for sales on what kind of companies and people visit              

our website, when peaks in those visits are on a weekly basis, and statistics for               

example, on if our own employees are actively posting to LinkedIn, will it show up in                

sales figures and statistics like that. It could encourage salespeople to be more active,              

for example, to use linkedin, if it is proven to bring in more potential customers and                

deals.” 

 

The last section for this theme was to gather insights on how sales might have been changing                 

during the interviewees’ sales careers. Overall, the principals for sales have remained the             

same, but tools have changed to measure and perform sales activities. For example, social              

media is used increasingly to contact potential and current customers as well as remote              

meeting tools to have conversations via video instead of meeting face-to-face. Even though             

companies should never stop doing outbound sales, sales have transformed to be more             

inbound driven when companies are creating more and more content for their channels.             

Therefore, we could say that sales might not have changed that much, but customers’ buying               

behaviors might have as they want to look for information themselves and be aware of what                

the market has to offer before they show interest or make purchases. The sales manager from                

the Company E is also underlying how tools to help to do sales have been the biggest change                  

but if the salesperson is not trustworthy, the tools does not make a big difference on the                 

success: 
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“I personally think that sales has not changed, but sales tools have changed. Those              

same manners if you want to sell something to someone still apply, as they did 20                

years ago. If a customer has trust on you, then it also dares to trust and invest in the                   

product or service you sell. That doesn’t help, no matter how great the integrations,              

automations, and tools are, if the clients don’t trust the sales person. Of course, those               

tools help a lot in finding those potential customers as tools to support sales have               

become more and more available all the time. In other words, it's easier to know what                

those customers may be looking for, but in the end, that information won't do you any                

good if you can't build that trust between you and the potential customer. And that has                

always been the case.” 

 

Sales process for all companies seem to follow similar structure and the information that              

could be got from marketing is seen as a valuable asset to hit sales numbers more efficiently.                 

Figure 9 below summarises the findings from this chapter for sales process. 

 

 

Figure 9. Summary of Sales process findings 

5.4 Business performance / Measurement 

 

The last section of the interviews were focusing on the success on the roles, how the business                 

impacts of the roles are measured, what data would be beneficial to perform better in the role                 

and whether the company measures the cooperation between marketing and sales teams. This             
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theme’s questions were asked from both sales and marketing people and therefore, the             

findings are based on all the seven interviews.  

 

When thinking of how success is measured for marketing people, it seems to be more               

complicated than for salespeople. Even though, marketing can be measured better and better             

all the time, it might still be hard to prove the business impact marketing is having or what                  

amount of revenue really comes from marketing activities and so on. However, there are              

metrics that can be used to measure success for marketing. The major ways to measure               

success in marketing roles ended up circling around same metrics that are:  

● Quality of leads: how many leads are coming through marketing channels and what             

percentage of them turn into a sale. 

● Number of visitors in the website . 

● Social media channel analysing tools to see what kind of content works. 

● Brand awareness in the target group by conducting brand researches. 

● Success of marketing content: how many people interact (open, click, share) with the             

content and how the content reaches the right people. 

 

However, even though marketing and sales are working as a two different teams that are               

increasingly aligned to each other, marketing’s success is highly dependent on sales.            

Technically, even if marketing is doing everything they needed to do, but sales missed their               

number, it is a mutual loss for both of the teams. Therefore, sales and marketing alignment is                 

crucial as both of the teams live of the company’s revenue in the end. The marketing manager                 

for the Company D describes the effect sales have in marketing’s success and targets as               

following: 

 

“Marketing is easily seen as just as a function that spends money and sales as a                

function that brings money into the business. We have developed indicators to the             

direction that we need to be able to show the value that marketing brings and how                

sales have been closing deals through marketing. Therefore, the team alignment           

between sales and marketing allows us to work towards one big, common goal -              

revenue.” 
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Measuring success for sales people is more simple than for marketing. Overall, sales people              

are measured by the revenue they bring in. Technically, if a salesperson hit hers/his sales               

target, that is the only metric that matters to define success. However, other activities such as                

how many customer meetings or how many proposals are sent are also measured especially if               

the revenue target is not met. In sales, there seem to be a high pressure to exceed the sales                   

target in order to showcase the worth and impact an individual is having to the business                

performance and revenue. After all, success for salespeople is often determined purely on             

sales figures.  

 

After understanding how success is measured in the roles, the next step was to dig deeper into                 

insights how sales and marketing could perform better and bring better success by utilizing              

data. These responses varied the most as all the companies have a little bit different               

approaches on gathering data, but overall the trend was that the key to success is a transparent                 

cooperation between sales and marketing teams. For example, one big theme for marketing             

people was that before sales and marketing teams started to work better together, they did not                

know what was happening to the lead after it went to sales from marketing. Marketing was                

lacking on the understanding how leads they are providing to sales are converting and why.               

There was “a black hole” in the process which has been filled with a reporting tool that                 

combines the information from both of the teams and makes all the steps in the customer’s                

process visible to both teams. The marketing director from the Company A summarizes the              

benefits for marketing success when the team is well aligned with sales: 

 

“If you look at the bottom line for long enough, you can figure out the black box in                  

the middle by focusing on what actions you need to put at the top to get the desired                  

number at the bottom. So, by just doing that, you're able to understand which              

campaigns and targets are working and which leads are ending to a deal. So, when I                

understand what I need to deliver, I will know which campaigns to put effort in and                

time and money on. The whole point of marketing and sales alignment is to make that                

black box transparent.”  

 

For sales, in the other hand, marketing and sales cooperation did not come up. The data that                 

salespeople were lacking was hitrates on their sales activities in order to calculate how much               
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and what they would need to do in order to hit their number. Even though, sales is a lot                   

dependent on volume, but in order to monitor better where in the buying process the potential                

customer is going and what are the hitrates for the average performance levels to theoretically               

achieve sales targets. 

 

The last question of this theme and the whole interview was to gather insight how the                

companies are measuring the cooperation between sales and marketing teams. Overall, it            

seems that it is not common to have a measurement in place for the cooperation between                

sales and marketing. The measurement of the team alignment focuses mostly on how             

marketing is benefiting sales by their activities for example, by providing leads that will end               

up to a sale and vice versa on how information given from sales to marketing content                

resonates in the target audience. The company B was the only one that had a structure for                 

place to reward salespeople with “marketing bonuses” when getting part of marketing, but             

that was the only metric to measure the cooperation. Overall, the measurement for marketing              

and sales alignment is based on trust. However, it seems that when marketing and sales work                

more as one team and towards a common goal, the outcome for business performance is more                

positive. The marketing director from the Company A outlines experiences around the            

importance of the relationship between marketing and sales teams as following: 

 

“I don't have any data to back this up, but, times where we've had very good                

relationships with sales, we’ve all done better. In times when the relationship has             

been more difficult, we haven’t performed as great. That could be due to anything...              

that we are not getting along that well because things are going well, so it may not be                  

a leading indicator. Or people are not as happy.. so, they are not doing as well or                 

vice versa. But it seems to be that when when that relationship is there, is there                

everybody does well. And when it's not in place, they don't.” 

 

Overall, the interviews indicated that the alignment between marketing and sales is a positive              

aspect for business to perform well. However, the marketing manager from the Company B              

reminds from the own experience that if a company does not have a culture where marketing                

and sales cooperation exists, it might necessarily not be easy to start the collaboration              

between the teams. In many times, salespeople might have an assumption that they are              
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already familiar with their clients and segment so well that additional marketing would not              

necessarily be required or needed. In addition, not all salespeople necessarily believe in the              

added value that marketing could bring until its’ effectiveness has been proven. Therefore, in              

order for the cooperation to work well, it is crucial to understand the effectiveness of               

marketing as where the money goes and what is got in return. After all, the cooperation to                 

kick off, it might need a few trials to succeed. But, what is often seen is that when a few                    

salespeople in the team succeed and get more customers because of marketing, then others              

are usually enthusiastic to jump onboard. In table 10 below, the findings for this section have                

been summarised.  

 

 

Figure 10 Summary of Business performance / Measurement  findings 

 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

This thesis was researching how sales and marketing teams are aligned in the tech companies               

in b2b-industry. Furthermore, the aim was to research how the team alignment between             

marketing and sales affect the teams processes and overall business performance. In addition,             

the focus was to find out what information could be useful to sales from marketing and vice                 

versa. Inbound and outbound processes for both marketing and sales were also studied.  

 

This chapter will focus on answering the research questions as well as aligning findings on               

the existing literature presented in this paper. Furthermore, managerial implications will           
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cover what the findings mean in terms of actions. As well as, at the end of this chapter,                  

limitations for this research and suggestions for a future research areas have been discussed.              

All three both sub-questions are answered in the beginning of this chapter followed by the               

main research question.  

 

What information could sales processes be utilizing from marketing and vice versa? 

 

One big benefit for sales and marketing alignment is that both teams can get easier and more                 

transparent access to data to deliver better results in their own roles and business functions.               

After all, there is a lot of information the teams could be utilizing from each other but based                  

on the research on this paper there are some information that is mentioned more often than                

others. For example, sales process can be modified based on the information that marketing              

can provide on how the content and messages such as newsletters resonates in the target               

audience. Based on the data marketing can provide, sales can prioritise different accounts or              

ways to contact potential customers and change their sales process in that way.  

 

Marketing can also optimize their marketing processes based on the indicators and            

information provided by sales as covered in previous sections. The main benefit for             

marketing is that when sales can provide information about the customer profiles and insights              

they are hearing when talking with prospects and customers, marketing can design their             

strategies and actions reflect that information. Thus, marketing is able to modify their             

processes to underline desired functions or encourage people to take a specific call to action               

by sharing relevant, personal and customer-centric content.  

 

What personalized marketing activities means to sales performance? 

When marketing activities are personalised to match the needs and demands of the target              

audience, sales will benefit from it and perform better. However, this is all due to the great                 

cooperation between the teams as marketing needs inputs from sales teams to make             

marketing personal. Therefore, when sales is contributing to marketing activities and           

marketing team can create materials that salespeople need and would benefit, the results will              

be positive for sales team’s performance as well. Overall, it seem to affect positively on sales                
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performance and success for the company when marketing can provide personalized activities            

to generate leads as well as rise brand awareness, interest and knowledge about the company               

and its’ products or services. 

What happens to the sales and marketing process when working with an inbound             

prospect vs outbound prospect? 

 

Inbound and outbound processes seem to be rather similar in b2b-technology companies. As             

discussed previously, a typical sales process follows a pattern of contacting a target audience              

with a specific focus, meeting the potential customer and finding their needs and possible              

limitations, following with a proposal or contact and closing the deal. Of course, the process               

involves negotiating and messaging between the stages, but the process seem to follow the              

same pattern most of the times. However, there is a slight difference in the sales process                

when working with an inbound prospect. This is, because the inbound prospect has some idea               

of the company, as they are usually exposed to marketing materials, and already know a little                

bit about why to talk with sales. After all, this is the main reason why inbound differs a little                   

bit as a process. In practice, a potential customer contact the company, for example, by               

sending an email or contacting sales people directly, after which a salesperson calls the              

customer and agree a meeting. After that, the process continues just like in outbound.  

 

In marketing, the process is also a bit different depending on whether trying to attract               

inbound traffic or working with the outbound marketing process. Overall, the trend within             

companies seem to be to expand the volume of inbound marketing leads as well as inbound                

driven sales. Therefore, the main focus for companies is to generate more inbound leads by               

being present and active on different social media channels. The main idea for inbound              

marketing process is to design relevant and interesting content in a form that the target               

audience wants to consume as the main objectives for inbound marketing process is to raise               

brand awareness and knowledge to generate interest in the target group. Outbound marketing             

activities on the other hand, are usually not that well covered. Companies are doing trade               

shows, email marketing and paid advertising but the main focus seem to be in inbound.               

However, especially email marketing seem to be well measured as it gives good data and               
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indicators to sales team to contact specific people that have interacted with the email in a                

specific way.  

 

What does sales and marketing alignment mean to sales and marketing processes            

and business performance in B2B?  

 

If looking at the information gathered from the previous researches in the chapter 1.3 and the                

theory part as well as the insights provided by the interviewees, team alignment between              

marketing and sales teams is beneficial for both of the teams and business performance.              

However, in order to have a beneficial impact on both teams’ processes and for the business                

performance, the cooperation needs to work well and be consistent. Overall, the best benefits              

of the team alignment between sales and marketing is that both teams can modify their               

processes and approaches based on the information and data they can get by aligning with               

each other and working towards a common goal. The team alignment makes the information              

around sales and marketing processes transparent and allows both of the teams contribute the              

most efficient way to maximize revenue and success for the business.  

 

In practice, the team alignment means that marketing is able to deliver more efficient              

messages and content on the channels to the right target audience in the right way when they                 

get transparent, customer centric data from the customer threshold provided by sales team. In              

addition, when marketing can utilize the information from sales, they are able to generate              

more “warmer” inbound leads in a higher volume when their marketing activities resonates             

with the audience due to the input coming from sales. However, sales also benefits from the                

alignment in their processes. For example, when marketing is delivering more relevant            

content due to the customer centric knowledge sales are able to provide, selling the              

company’s products or services might get easier for sales teams. This is because the brand is                

better recognized in the target audience and the volume of inbound leads will grow. Thus,               

when salespeople are contacting potential customers, they are more likely to have a positive              

reaction. Overall, when marketing and sales teams are well aligned and cooperating,            

processes for sales and marketing get more efficient which results in higher probability on              

increased revenue and business performance. 
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6.1 Theoretical contributions 

 

When comparing the findings from this research to the previous literature and theory around              

the marketing and sales team alignment and its benefits, it is possible to say that this research                 

fosters the theory of having a great cooperation and alignment between marketing and sales              

team in creating a positive impact on business performance. Both, the insights from the              

interviews and the previous researches (Meunier-FitzHugh et al. 2013) are underlying how            

collaboration and great alignment between marketing and sales teams have a positive impact             

on business performance and success for both of the teams. 

 

However, as found out from the interviews, the team alignment between marketing and sales              

can cause conflicts at times due to a lack of understanding of other team’s priorities or having                 

a different opinion on the message that should be delivered to the target audience. When               

reflecting back to the theory and previous researches (Strahle et al. 2013), it is pointed out                

that most of the conflicts between the teams are due to possible discrepancies regarding              

specific product strategies. However, even though the cause for a possible conflict seem to be               

similar for these researches, the previous researches (Strahle et al. 2013) points out that              

conflicts between the teams are rather common. The interviews for this research gave insights              

on more towards a great cooperation experiences where conflicts are not rising that often.              

This might be due to the trend that marketing and sales are seen more as one big team that is                    

working towards the same goal rather than separate functions. 

 

As Atteya (2012, 32) found out on the previous research, successful marketing and sales team               

alignment needs to be built on common goals that covers specific attributes, characteristics             

and profiles of highly qualified prospects and leads. The reason for underlying common             

targets allows both marketing and sales teams to agree on the goals to achieve a better                

business performance together. The interviews from this research is on the same page with              

the previous findings, that when sales and marketing teams are not working on silos and are                

working towards a common goal, the processes are more efficient and results more likely to a                

higher business performance.  
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Another key finding from this research that is aligned with the theory (LinkedIn Marketing              

Solutions, 2020a.) is that companies should aim to build a comprehensive view of leads,              

prospects and customers to be visible for both, marketing and sales, teams. In addition, the               

findings from this research emphasises the importance of sharing insights about customers’            

behaviours, interests and preferences in defining sales and marketing processes to attract and             

serve potential customers. Therefore, gathering and utilizing data is crucial to understand the             

value for certain activities. This will also remove information silos that will make cooperation              

between the marketing and sales to be more efficient to the business performance as stated in                

the theory (Duval, 2018) and the insights from the interviews. 

 

Overall, when looking at the results from this research and insights gathered from previous              

literature and theory, it can be said that this research is strengthening the importance for               

marketing and sales team alignment in order for businesses to be successful it this modern               

age of digitalization. The value that the marketing and sales team alignment has on greater               

business performance is to be proven positive when the cooperation works great. The positive              

impact on business performance can be obtained when sales and marketing teams are             

working towards a common goal, are sharing their insights and forming their processes based              

on the information and data provided by both of the teams as well as forming more personal                 

relationships within the teams to understand how the business functions operates. To            

conclude, a close, well aligned cooperation between marketing and sales teams is a key to a                

great business performance and success for a company. 

 

6.2 Managerial implications 
 

Combining on the theory, previous literature and researches as well as insights from the for               

this research, suggestions for actions are provided. Therefore, this chapter focuses on three             

key actions that could enhance the alignment between marketing and sales as well as result in                

a better business performance.  
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1. Regular marketing and sales team meetings 

 

When sales and marketing teams know how the other team operates and what are their key                

objectives, priorities and challenges, it is easier to collaborate effectively and gather useful             

information to adapt into processes. Therefore, companies should focus on having regular            

team check-ins where marketing and sales teams would get together and share ideas as well               

as insights, challenges and improvements on areas and topics they have come across in the               

near future. This would help the teams form a action plan how they could ensure success by                 

collaborating their knowledge and resources.  

 

2. Dashboard to underline the results of team alignment 

 

As the results indicated, sometimes marketing and sales teams might not know how their              

input affects the overall success for both of the teams. Therefore, in order to sales and                

marketing teams to see the value of collaborating and working towards a common goal, it is                

important to underline the value coming out of the great team alignment. Thus, it would be                

important to open up metrics on how input that sales is giving to marketing generates warmer                

leads and a better hitrate for closing deals and vice versa how marketing can provide content                

that resonates better in the target audience by utilizing insights provided by sales team. When               

the value for the team alignment and cooperation is a tangible metric, people would have a                

clear understanding how they can achieve better results in their own roles when they would               

share their knowledge and insight for the other team. Therefore, it could be useful to have a                 

dashboard about collaboration metrics for sales and marketing teams to follow and maybe             

even be rewarded of.  

 

3. Making insights available for both teams 

 

Team alignment between marketing and sales should focus on offering a seamless buying             

experience for a potential customer. As stated, sometimes sales is lacking information on how              

customers are interacting with marketing content whereas marketing is struggling to know            

what happens to the lead after it is pushed to sales. In order to provide relevant content from                  

marketing and have right actions from sales, the teams need to be aware what information has                
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been gathered from the potential or existing customer. Therefore, having a platform that             

collects all the necessary customer data in one place for sales and marketing teams to access                

makes it possible to approach customers in the most efficient way in both outbound and               

inbound sales and marketing activities and strategies. For example, the platform could show             

information about:  

● Whether a lead has interacted with marketing content or not. If yes, how and when. 

● How marketing content generates leads. 

● What is the quality of generated leads by scoring them based on their conversation              

rate. 

● What kind of conversations sales is having. 

● How the sales process is progressing. 

 

6.3 Limitations and future research 
 

Overall, this research focused on a quite narrowed focus group which brings its own              

limitations. The research focused solely on tech companies in B2B industry and experts in              

marketing and sales who work in the industry. This might have affected the results as the                

findings might have been different in another industry. Tech industry seem to be a pioneer for                

a lot of things and maybe it is also in this regard with sales and marketing team alignment.                  

However, this would be something to be researched in future researches. In addition, the              

scope for the interviewees were not extremely large even though good, comprehensive            

insights were gathered. In addition, as not having experts from both marketing and sales              

departments from the selected companies, it could limit the big picture of the topics in the                

researched companies. Therefore, even more insightful findings could possibly be made if all             

the companies would have experts from marketing and sales departments. By doing that, it              

would be possible to compare the answers between the departments within one company to              

other companies and draw conclusion, find correlations and possible discrepancies.  

 

Another limitation and suggestion for future researches is that now the research focused only              

on B2B tech companies. The findings might vary when looking at more traditional industries              

or B2C sector that might not utilize digital tools in their processes yet as heavily. Therefore, it                 

would be interesting to see whether the insights would be different when looking at a               
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different industry or customer segment. Overall, the interviews for this research was able to              

conclude that the trend for marketing and sales alignment seem to be going to the same                

direction in B2B tech companies: cooperation between the teams is crucial for increasing             

business performance and have efficient sales and marketing processes. Therefore, it would            

also be interesting to research why the trend is looking like this at the moment and what has                  

caused the increased alignment between sales and marketing in the big picture as everyone is               

aiming for a seamless cooperation.  
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Appendix 1 

APPENDICES  
 
Appendix 1 - Questions for the interviews 
 

Themes:  
1) Team alignment 

2) Sales process / Marketing process 

3) Business Performance) 

 

Background questions:  
Working in sales/marketing: 

Years of experience in the field:  

Years working at the current company: 

Current title:  

 

Team Alignment 
How do sales and marketing work together in your company? 

How do you cooperate with sales/marketing team in your role? 

Examples of a good cooperation / conflict? 

How would you define the pros and cons of the alignment? 

Sales Process 
How does the sales process(es) look like in your role? 

How do you work with an outbound vs inbound? 

What information would be useful from marketing team? Why? 

How has sales changed during your career? 

Marketing Process 
How does the marketing process look like in outbound vs inbound? 

What information would be useful from sales team? Why? 

How has marketing changed during your career? 

Business Performance / Measurements 
How do you measure your success in the role?  

What data would be useful to perform better in your role?  

How do you measure the cooperation between marketing and sales team? 
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